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I go to college thinking  
“The best four years of my life” 
But once here it all fades so fast 
Under a mask  
 
Being back at Fisher was unrecognizable 
Together only in the thinnest sense of the word 
A cheap, cracking coat of paint over the ugly facade  
Social distancing, masking up, restrictive policies, and lost and dead connections 
The best four years of my life 
 
Hour after hour spent facing the cold glow of a screen 
Can I just go to class? 
Something I never thought I’d say 
But now would risk my life just to participate 
The best four years of my life 
 
How many moments have I missed 
How many unknown friends did I never bump into 
What am I losing without ever having? 
I’ll never know.  
The best four years of my life 
 
 
Soon it’s like you never even left home 
Work is the escape from home 
Home the escape from work 
An endless cycle of escaping what is real.  
The best four years of my life 
 
 
Walking through the halls of the hospital  
A cold, sterility radiates from the walls 
This does not feel like a place of healing anymore 
We may not say it outloud, but we’re scared  
Will it be me today? 
Will I be the one to bring it home?  
The best four years of my life 
 
Six feet apart, or six feet under 
That’s what they say  
Mortality feels so much more imminent  
However I spend what feels like could be my last days  
Living a hollow shell of what used to be  
All richness and flavor drained  
The best four years of my life 
 
Or so they promised 
 
